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Roosevelt started today on a six seks
Young Men Arrested
had slowly gone out of his service is still suffering from the ef- - ekers of the
declared an
was made by Judge Ross, earthly paradise.
tour across the country to the P&oiflc the New York ofCentral,
ens, Michigan, Believed to Be
body.
"The State of fair women, swift
6 per cent.
fects of the- - rainstorm, which has appointment
dividend
extra
Mr. Hoenig is still a very young man
coast and" back. This is the first tour
A small
Train Robbers.
believed to have
horses and Marse Henry Watterson
the Colonel has made since the recent
been used by Ball to open the veins, is swept the state the last three days. and is only recently out of college.
me.
In all the
AGED SALOONKEEPER
The overland route of the Union and He came to the west from New York greets you through
in the coroner's possession.
The first stop will be at
Detroit, Mich., Feb. 8. Victor Clore, campaign.
of
commonwealths
A BRIDE.
forty-sithe Union
TAKES
on
account
of
until
of
a couple
years ago
Ball's body was much emaciated. Southern Pacific will be tied up
under arrest at Mount Clemens, and Atlanta tomorrow. "I have nothing to
be- his health
studied at Cornell a there is none that can boast of greatHe
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tomorrow
about
His
say
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by
at
face
told
Colonel'
O'Hara
said
of
night
Michigan,
anything,"
Sandusky,
plainly
story
.Bryan
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A
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than
March
upon
Colorado
Kentucky
Springs,
are suspected of being Implicated In Roosevelt as he boarded the train. He
fering and of the fight that he had tween Emigrant Gap and Cisco. The short time but found the climate
In the men that
the robbery of the Overland Limited will be at El Paso and Albuquerque marriage license was granted today to made for a victory over; the White Coast route of the Southern Pacific northern New York did not agree with the Nation, whether
some service,'
'done
the
State
a
81
have
FriF.
Carl
aged
Albrecht,
years,
on
15.
before
him.
March
will
in
on the Union Pacific near Ogden,
operation
hardly be
Plague before he had decided to end
.
Mr. Hoenig Is a very talented young or in the field of commerce and"indust-rywealthy Manltou pioneer saloon man, his sufferings.
day. The Shasta route also is tied up,
Utah, on January , at which time,
and his housekeeper, Mrs. Anna C.
The farewell note left by the suicide but is expected to be open by tonight. man, is musical and has a fine tenor
a Pullman porter was shot and killed. COLORADO LEGISLATURE
"I speak to you for Missouri, than
STILL IN DEADLOCK. Finn, aged 17.
is In all probability an Indication of The Western Pacific reports washouts voice. He spent some months in Al
The two young men recently returned
Mrs. Finn took out the license. Al- Ball's character. The note simply says at Nines Canyon and snow slides in buquerque and there also he made whom none other of all the. States
was
Denver, Colo., March
from Salt Lake. O'Hara is, the son of
the Feather River canon. The Santa many friends who will wish him suc-F- e
people at Palms, Michigan, "no election In today's 'senatorial bal- - brecht Is one of the wealthiest Manlcess in his new work.
lot.
.
(Continued on Page Five.)
tou residents.
,
Clores also Is prominent.
reports all lines clear.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
With the governor and the acting
governor out of the city, the capltol
was dull from a news standpoint this
morning.
Back From Albuquerque.
Superintendent of Public Instruction J. E. Clark has returned from Albuquerque where he has been on business. Mr. Clark also visited several
friends there and had a very agreeable time.
For the Treasury.
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WORRY UNO HURRY
has thus far escaped smallpox although several cases of smallpox
Here's an Offer You Should have existed in various parts ot thei are tne two greatest foes to digestion
county during the past several weeks,
and yery few pe0ple reach the age
Not Overlook
The Sisters in charge of the convent of forty wjthout falling a victim to
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets remedy on the west side deny that the little
in some form or
stomach troubles by supplying the girl who recently v.ent from Lbs Ve-- j indigestion food is a serious other,
menace
undigested
one element, the absence of whtich gastoherhominCliaperito
undtookito heath an(J u
cauge of head.
In the gastric juices causes indigest- ill wnn
a
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pupu in weir acheg sleeplessness flatulency, gas
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ion and dyspepsia.
They aid the scnooi.
The chiid nas aireaay re- and distress in the stomach,
stomach to digest food and to quickly covered from the disease.
ency, nervousness, bad breath and
convert it into rich red blood and
Inspecting a Mine L. Markley of pure blood.
for
and
J.
overcoming
material necessary
Chicago, and W. J. Weatherby
In such case Vinol has a marked
natural body waste.
beneficial result. It seems to go
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a
Dyspep
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Chandler
package
Lea
by
'tarry
to the seat of trouble, strengthens
sia Tablets in your vest pocket, or Thorlston of Alamo, and Rodger Hat- - ly
tones up the tired, weakened
and
one
room.
Take
in
Linyour
chett of El Paso are at Parsons,
keep them
nerves of the stomach, enabling one
after each heavy meal and indigest- - coin COunty, looking over the property to
digest with ease the very foods
ion will not bother you.
0f the Parsons Mining company. W.
once caused distress.
We know that Rexall Dyspepsia Tab- - q Wells and Will Hurst, who have that
A case has Just come to our atten- do.
Will
theV
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min. '
lets are and what
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o
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If they fail we New Mexico Mining and Milling corn-wi- Wheeler suffered with a stomach
ion and dyspepsia.
'
Three pany) sjtuated on Turkey creek, will trouble for years and had taken all
refund
your money.
kinds of medicine without relief, and
.
sizes: 25 cents, 50 cents and
flnlsll thi8 WGek
They have been at at last found a cure In Vinol.
He
Remember you can obtain Rexall Rem work since November last.
Vinol was worth five dollars a
says
edies at the Fischer Drug Com1 u v- '
ottie to him.
(We guarantee this
,
pany The Rexall Store.
v. ncug- anu wiit; auu
j. n.
to be genuine).
er of Las Cruces, have left for Wash- - testimonial
If you suffer from any form of
ineton. TV P where the gentlemen will
stomach trouble, try a bottle of Vinol
United
before
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attornevs
appear
THE DAILY BOUND UP.
States Supreme court in the case of with tn " understanding that your
returned if it does not
the heirs of Adolph Lee vs. D. M. money win
Th CaPital Pharmacy.
consider-- , h.elP ?ou- a
involves
Reed.
case
This
AVE SOROR.
able body of land situated at the
I left behind the ways of care,
old
dam
and
the
Mr. McEachin reached home at 1016
Leasburg diversion
The crowded hurrying hours,
The case was de- - Boulevard, his wife was lying In the A
town of Selden.
I breathed again the woodland air,
cided in favor of Read by the District parlor, having shot herself through
I plucked the woodland flowers.
Court and the Territorial Supreme the heart with a single barrel shotgun,
Court, and Is taken to Washington on She used a yard stick to push the trig
Bluebells as yet but awake,
an appeal.
Primrose pale and cool,
ger of the gun. The suit for divorce
Took the Wronq Coat "Your coat filed late Friday afternoon by MarAnemones like stars that shake
fits me. I hope mine fits you. Please garet Doolittle against Edward Doo-lit- le
In a green twilight pool
arrest yourself," was the message
was prepared by C. W. Marshall
On these still lay an enchanted shade, sent yesterday by Colonel M. L. Stern who had taken the petition for
to C. E. Newcomer, deputy United
The magic April sun;
With my own child a child I strayed States marshal. Colonel Stern and
Marshal Newcomer were on the train
And thought the years were one.
WINDS UP DRUNK WITH
together Sunday evening. Mr. NewSUICIDE IN A SALOON.
As through the copse she went and comer got off at I.amy. going to SanFe.
Colonel
ta
He
Stern's
took
voat,
came
Glen wood Springs, Colo., March 8.
leaving his own for the Albuquerque
My senses lost their truth;
man. When the colonel discovered While winding up a drunken debauch
I called her by the dear dear name
the exchange he sent Newcomer the Edwin Woolfolk of Seattle, Wash.,
That sweetened all my youth.
committed suicide in the Silver Club
Henry Newbolt. above message. t.as Vegas Optic.
saloon here. Woolfolk, who claims to
be manager of the bar at the Olympus
Two Restaurant Men Arrested At TELEGRAPH EDITOR MARRIES
cafe at Seattle, had been spending
WIFE.
DIVORCED
HIS
Las Vegas, Fred Westerman and Gus
several days in Glenwood. Earlier in
Lehmann, restaurant keepers, were
the evening he forged a prescription,;
arrested for loudly soliciting business Meanwhile Tradegy Had Intervened
signing a doctor's name to it, calling
Followed
Divorce
Which
Was
by
on the streets.
for chloral. He told the drug clerk
of
Suit
Daughter.
Arrested for Stealing Chickens
he wanted to quiet his nerves. Later,
Fred Ritter is in the jusgado at Old
while drinking with friends at the:
on
time
the
8
Mrs.
third
for
the
March
El
Texas,
Paso,
Albuquerque
Silver Club bar, he drank the chloral.1
said
caarge of chicken stealing. It is
Marguerite Doolittle has filed suit for j He sat down, and a companion no- that he had served a term in the peni- divorce from Edward Doolittle In the j
ticing the label became alarmed. A
41st District Court, and H. A. Mo-tentiary.
physician was called but could do
Wedding at Las Vegas Mrs. Josie Eachin, telegraph editor of the Times, notning. Woolfolk was 26 years old.
Baker, a hotel proprietor at Las Ve- - was married to his divorced wife, i
The
If you want anything on earth try
gas, was married on Monday evening Mrs. Theodora M. McEachin,
to Charles Scott, a Santa Fe train-- i marriage license for McEachin was a New Mexican want Ad.
man. Mrs. Baker is aged 28 and secured on February 27 by John C.
Scott 37, according to the marriage Tipton of the Time3.
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
On December 17 last Mrs. Vernie
license application.
PA.ZO OINTMTCNT Is guaranteed to car
of H. A. any case of Itching. Blind, Bleedlngor Pro
Scrap at Estancia The Estancia j McEachin, 33 years old, wife
files id 6 to 14 ait j s or money reDaily Herald tells of a fight in that' McEachin, committed suicide as a re- truding
funded 60e.
tnwn this week, in which men named sult, it was said, of grief because her
old daughter, Marguerite, had
th and Burrus carved each other
uch an extent that they had to married Edward Doolittle, and had
The suicide
d an afternoon at a physician's gone to live with him.
s to be sewed up.
of Mrs. Vernie McEachin was dramaid a Strenuous Time After less tic in the extreme.
Calling her husI have a ii e assortment of
then a year of married bliss, Charles band over the telephone at 3 o'clock
P. Hiil of Gallup has filed suit against Saturday afternoon, December 17, she
Samples for LADIES SUITS
his wife, Anna Hill, for attempting to told him "I'll be dead when you get
COATS
JACKETS or SKIRTS,
kill him with a pistol only three here," and hung up the receiver. When
I Guarantee a good fit. Prices
months after their marriage, for attempting to poison him three months
are moderate.
$100 REWARD, $100.
later and then eventually abandoning
The readers of this paper will be
CALL AND EXAMINE MY LINE
said deserting him.
to learn that there Is at least
Resale of Las Vegas Traction Com- pleased
AND SYLES.
one dreaded disease that science has
pany April 3 is the date set for the been able to cure In all its stages, and
of
resale
the Traction nd Electric
rower property at Las Vegas. W. B. that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
101 Washington Ave
Is
only positive cure now known
Bunker is master and the resale is in to the medical
be
Catarrh
the
fraternity.
accordance with the mandate of the
ing a constitutional disease, requires
supieme court of New Mexico. The a constitutional treatment.
Hall's
property had been sold a year ago but
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, act- the tale was set aside.
8 blood and m
Bowman Gets Annapol.s Cadetship. j ing directly unon
uuus
&ulla
l"
son
of
Edwin Lyon Bowman,
Byb, uieieuy ,
Banker H. D. Bowman of Las Cru- uesiruyiug me iouuuauou ui ma.uia-easeand giving the patient strength
examinaces, passed a successful
tion In every way for the appointment by building up the constitution and
of cadet at Annapolis on January 10. assisting nature in doing its work. Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
1 He will, reach Annapolis on June 11th, The proprietors have so much faith In
next to take up his regular studies and its curative powers that they offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case
duties.
that it fails to cure. Send for list of
Smallpox in San Miguel County
testimonials.
Address: F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
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GEORGE AND I KNOW
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Where to Go for Groceries
NEVER LIED.

GEORGE WASHINGTON

That's why he had the confidence of millions, and

why we respect him to this day and always will.

WE DO NOT NEED TO
Misrepresent our Merchandise,
test of time.

The Brands we

sell have stood the

rlZ

i

ASK THOSE WHO HAVE

j

Traded with us whether or not they like the way
we do business.

i

vt

,,,nt

ll

j

i

'

inter Grocery Co.
Telephone No. 40.

Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.

WE GIVE CASH REGlfeTFE

all

With

TllKEIf

case purchase

Incorporated 1903

eligman Bros. Co.

White Goods For Spring

i-

rl

Established 1856.

Our beautiful lines for Spring represent the most complete assortment
of choicest White Frabrics both
fancy and plain. We show the best
of everything for Waists, Gowns,
Undermuslins Childrens wear etc.

t

7r!u

j

rz

i

j

Persian Lawns

India Linons
Dotted Swisses
Nainsook
Poplin
Dimity

Long Cloth
Flaxon
Voile

Batiste

rr-

THEY ARE HERE.

RftVc

mP'

BOY SCOUT SHOES.

THE BEST MADE SHOE FOR
Baseball
Football
Camping
School

and Everyday wear

$2.00 and $2.50.

John Pflueger

SPECIALIST

EUGENiO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD

Great Array of Dainty Materials Temptingly Priced

FOR HALF A CENTURY THE LEA0ING

DRY GOODS HOUSE

THE CITY

I

Phone 36

P.O. Box 219

Base Bali

Ba.e Ball
Stock

Stock

!

'

Lumber and all kinds
ot bailding material

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

T

j

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phr

Phone Red 100

ior

Xt- -A

Ladies Attention

HERE'S

WORKER!

WONDER

THE

This engine can be attached to your
pump and working In ten minutes
after you take it off your wagon. No
belts, arms- - pump jack or fixtures to
buy. No special platform to build.

More Complete Than Ever Before
SEE OUR 1911 LINE
Agent for

I

Whol

UUKiVlLtiY.

FITS ANY PIMP
and Makes It Hump

ELKS' THEATRE

c

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

STOCK

Thursday March 9th.

Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti- -

i ..ijar-

i

rn
uw

BLAvJK

rong-

,

We Have Built Up

froh

THE

WE HANDLE LUMBER
in large quantlUe and have

modern facility tor furnishing
very best rrugh or dressed

055S. C.UN.4TI9

THE CLARENDON

:r-

DECORATIONS, FUNERAL DESIGNS.

GARDEN

-

A

Spicy Salad With Very
Little Dressing
Seats

on Sale

M,.,-,

-

at Fischer's

Tuesday, March 7th.
PRICES 75c, $1.00 and $1.50.

That is the Chief Factoi;in the perfecting of a
far as the law is concerned
prescription,
Y
on an equal footing, but it
every druggist
takes years of experience for a druggist to
perfect his knowledge

ZOOK'S PHARMACY.

I

CAPITAL COAL

85

YRD.

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
A

I C

103
Palace Ave.

F. M. JONES.

flrst-clas-

ll.llv)UII

Cl

TABLE

RIG YOU WANT,

is here. Whether it be a runabout,
buggy, surrey or road wagon, we
can furnish you with one that will
make your drive a pleasure.
OUR LIVERY STABLE
s
caters to those who want a
outfit. All of our horses are
live ones, and sleek In appearance.
We will fill your order promptly,
satisfactorily and at a moderate price.

-

BOUQUETS,

Telephone

Modern Residences for Rent.

CUT FLOWERS
WEDDING

eTAEZTCA8.lvK

3330

GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE'
PHONE
UCDCPU
BLACK 45

NS, NARCISSUS, DAFFODILS
SWEET PEAS, VIOLETS, HYACINTHS
:: ::

Coal.

g Cc a).

Wood

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
andRancLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rjjhts
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.'

The

FOOD.

Ccal

rUIY JALC

ALFALFA SEED AH Kinds of Flowers and
Garden and Field Seeds in Bulk. and Package.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE
PHONE AC
'

RETAIL

RATON

CAD C

pation.

Ml Girl

Sole Agents For
MERNATIONAL

WHOLESALE

Afv D

Julius Muralter Screened YANKEE
CERR1LLO
Lump
all Sizes, Smiibh
Anthracite
Stt8
Tailor.
Sawed
and Kindlir.

Pumps from 400 to 1000 gals, per hour.
Can be used for other work when not
pumping. Has special pulley for this
purpose. Let me demonstrate it to you.

r.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

I

fKAlMV

VICTOR SPORTING GOODS

B. P. WILLIAMS

Succesor to

rery

WILLIAMS & RISING

Uw

HUBBS LAUNDRY
Age-- ts
Lumber
of every description. We are thus Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
on Mondays and Tuesdays
enubled to make the very best prices aundry
r
on Thursdays and Fridays
uch high grade.
of
(or Lumber
All work Is guaranteed;
V.'e will be pleased to figure on your
socks are mended and buttons
contracts.
sewed on you dhirts, without

ycr

Charles W: Dudrow

-

extra charge.

PHONE- - RED 122.

ExperienceThat
Is What Counts.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Morses.

cilpL 'Phone 9

to
Drive.

the

LIVERY

LINE.

i rufisked.

CHAS. CL0S50N

f'HONR BED 1U.

Your prescription filled by us will be filled
right, because our experience gives us the
right knowledge of prescriptions filling and
aids us in proper selection 'of the right kind
of drugs.
v

ZOOK'SSPHARMACY.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8,
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lunch is one sheep with a bushel and
miles, the expenditure for rails, tics
a half of carrots for the waiter. In the
ballast amounting to only 75 per LAST DAI
and
TRUANT OFFICERS
comhe consumes four bushels of
another
evening
of
that
cent
by
expended
Are Appreciated by Santa Fe People.
and
waiter has a bushel of
the
same
the
on
rye
Have yon weak heart, dizzy feelings, oppreed
practically
ache and Kidney complaint have tried
peting system
ouions to dream on. And when he
It has been pointed out that
breathing after meals? Or do you experience pain
mileage.
one remedy after another, finding only ,
over the heart, shortness ol breath on going
for his room the landlord is the
settles
- j
Commission
Commerce
Interstate
the
benefit.
discouragThis
is
temporary
and the many distressing symptoms which indicate
recipient of half a carload of turnips."
reports show that, over and above
lng, but there is one special kidney
poor circulation and bad blood? A heart tonic,
Too
Much.
Protests
renewals
the
and
normal depreciation,
Japan
medicine that cures permanently
that ha stood the test of
blood and
the
United
in
States
on
cars
The
the Letter From iDaily Capital
over 40 years of cures is
Japanese
freight
there is plenty of proof right here in D;rect
Bo88es and repairs of the
prjves
prima
have Just held a great meeting in
same road for
year amounted to
Santa Fe.
.
Dr. Pierce'sGoldenMedical Discovery
Tells of Striking Events
Washington, the purpose of which was
Here Is the testimony of one who!
Uut or Business in
practically $3,200,000, and the repairs
The
heart becomes regular as clock-worThe red
United
in
outside
of
remove
the
to
the
to
locomotives
depreciation
feeling
used Doan's Kidney Pills years ago,
in Detail
blood corpuscles are increased in number and the
Windy City
The organized track
to $2,350,000.
States of a
prejudice in
and now states that the cure was last- nerves in turn are well fed. The arteries are filled
their country against America and
employes have argued that unskilled
ing.
with good rich blood. That is why nervous debility,
it
of
been
not
has
resolutions
Americans.
and
labor
They passed
enough
STUTEHOODiPES
reviewed
irritability, fainting spells, dixappeur and are overpropose a
in which they say: "We believe, up
come by this alterative extract of medicinal roots
employed for the important task of
on evidence which cannot be doubted, j
put up by Dr. Pierce without the use of alcohol.
safeguarding the road beds, guarding
praise too strong for me to give
Ask your neighbor. Many have been cured of
derailments and other acci
there is not to be found in the
Doan's Kidney Pills. The splendid re-against
thft
Andrews
to
Clings
of
tcrofulous
white swellings, etc., by taking
Chicago dents which
Delegate
p uv
conditions, ulcers, "fever-sores,- "
Companies
frequently prove disassuits I obtained from their use sev-- ;
Japanese empire any wish or thought
Dr. Pierce's Discovery. Just the refreshing and vitalizing tonic needed for
Session
Belief
That
Special
w
trous.
irmf
nthap thnn tr maintain tlna
eral years ago has been permanent
excessive tissue waste, in convalescence from fevers or for
Uppose ueep aierway
anirmic,
May Act.
Canal.
and for that reason, my confidence in
people. Stick to this safe and sane remedy and refuse all " just
Convention at Calgary.
friendly and cordial relations with the
"
kinds
offered
is
as
who
a
Noththe
dealer
for
by
I
good
increased.
suffered
profit.
from a
looking
Inrger
them has
republic of the United States, and that
The mecca of western Canada for
ing will do you half a o'uch good as Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery.
to
of
New
the
the
dull, heavy ache in the small of my
Chiany
in
contrary,
8
representations
Correspondence
Truancy
Chicago, March
officials of Canadian railways will be Special
back and was subject to headaches
Mexican.
however, emanating and from what
cnna lauor, Caleary on Marcn ,1 according to in- schools wnereuy
cago
I
felt
ever causes proceeding, are baseless,
and dizzy spells.
always
tired,
8.- -r
Miirch
D.
C,
Washington,
until I finally in- in my office, using the water aneshad no ambition and was poor in which Is the theme of a national con- vitations received 'n Chicago, for at a Amid
ever enact- and, if uncontradicted, can only result solution of cocaine
scenes
wildest
the
builders
of
on
that date the
The result thetic, and the
water.
Ala., this banquet
sterilized
health when I procured Doan's Kidney ference in Birmingham,
in
to
losses
jected
vast
the
material
people
patients were able to
ed in recent years on the floor of the
At first I used leave
railways
Pills. It did not take them long to week secures its victims, is greatly the three transcontinental
01 DOlQ governments ana m creating was most gratifying.
for
homes
Immediate
within an hour.
their
Mexico's
New
senate
hope
reduced solutions of plain
cure me and from that day to this, j diminished by the systematic work will sit down together, with the pre-was strangled by the! ar unhappy prejudice between them." only the
statehood
for
"Of
some opera- are
there
course,
com-British
Columbia,
I have been free from kidney
water on very simple oiverations. but
o tne truant officers wro follow up miers of Alberta,
of Senator Owen,
The filibustering tactics
I learned that it was effect- tions, those
the
affecting
directly
plaint. I willingly confirm the public eacn partiCular case.
At first the Saskatchewan and Manitoba.
gradually
All
Friday
statement I gave in January, 1907, tell-- 1 Darents objected to what they term- - guest of honor at the banquet will be of Oklahoma. Mexicothrough
ive also In major operations.
brain and others of a similar nature,
matter
formed
New
night the
Ing of my experience with Doan's Kid' ed interference, but so many cases J. S. Dennis, who la in charge of all
'The entire procedure and operation
the old way will remain in
the real basis for the obstructive tac-OFFICIAL NOTES
ney Pills."
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to meet Mxs..Sena, who has been visit-- ! woman, Mrs. Charlotte Lillian Krout
ing in Las Cruces. They will return was given a divorce from Ira Krout strong. Muttons $4.00g4.85; lambs
District' 'Judge Whitford. Mrs. $5.25(3 0.10; fed wethers and yearlings
j by
to Santa Fe tomorrow.
The Rev.' J. L. Doherty of Valley Krout testified that her husband lett $4.255.60; fed western ewes $4.00
Falls, R. I., has been appointed tem-- ner several months ago. "On Febru-porar- 4.60.
3, I learned where he was and
chaplain of St. Michael's
to see him," testified Mrs. Krout.
lege and oualified as such this morn-!weing. He arrived here a day or two ago' 'He was sick in bed and 1,0,(1 nim i
from Las Vegas where he has been.be would come home I would take
."to
spending several months at St. An- - care of him. He refused. Every time
this woman with whom he was living
thony's Sanitarium.
for
Alan R. McCord, chief clerk in the left the room he would call her back,
office of the surveyor general, made take her hand draw her head down on
a trip to Albuquerque yesterday. '. his breast and hold her that way for
Internal Revenue 'Collector H. P. several minutes. He told me he had
Bardshar was in Albuquerque yester- always loved the other woman, that
he did not love me and that he' wantday on official business.
ed me to get a divorce so he could
A. M. Bergere, a well known Insurance man of Santa Fe, arrived in the marry her."
The couple were married December
city last night for a brief business vis1902 and have one child.
it here. Albuquerque Morning Jour- 19,
Made Her Open Poolhall.
nal.
"My husband made me get up in j
Charles F. Easley, recently appoint- the
morning and open up his pool hall
ed receiver for the New Mexico FueS at 1440
Stout street, while he stayed
and Iron company, and E. R. Paul, sec- in bed until noon," declared Mrs.
And become a costumer of a
retary of the company, arrived last Elizabeth Aurllla Norquist to Judge i fast growing and dependable
night from Santa Fe. Albuquerque. whUford, as one of the numerous in
Drug Store.
"
Morning Journal.
stances of cruelty she charged against
Chief Justice W. H. Pope, of Ros- - Charles Norquist.
ANY ORDER, no matter how
Mrs. Norquist stated that on Christ-M.- , '
well, left, yesterday for Portales N.
delivered
small, promptly
mas
her husband
1909,
wheri he will preside over the!
morning,
with many thanks.
Roosevelt 'county district court, after j knocked her down and dragged her
spending several days in the city the through the halls of the rooming "Sweet Lips"
euest of Dr. Edward McQueen v Gray, house where they were Jiving. NorHe was accompanied by Mrs. Pope, j uIst was present, i the. court room
"Ask about it"
"Will do you good."
wbo has Deen jVisiting Mrs. Gray for and at the conclusion, of his wife's tea
u week "or "so. Albuquerque Journal. timony was called to the Stand by the
Judge.
Lupe Rael for many years the night
"I agreed not to appear," mumbled
cook of the Coronado hotel, and who
but he was commanded to
Norquist
111
has been seriously
with the grip,
take the stand anyhow. He admitted
is reported as Improving,
"THE QUALITY DRUGGISTS"
that he struck his wife on the occaGovernor William J.Mills arrived sions she mentioned and that he had
In Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. on the be- cursed her at different times. The
West Side Plaza.
Phone Red 161.
lated Santa Fe flyer from the East. couple were married April 3, 1906, and
He Is in good health and reports hav- separated October 13, 1910.
Tears Prevent Testimony.
ing had a pleasant trip.THE PRIC- EThe copious tears shed by pretty 20
year old Ruth Gregory drowned the
PROBATE COURT HAD
A BUSY SESSION. charges she had Intended making
DOES NOT ALWAYS,
against Herbert Gregory .before she
A BARGAIN!
DISIGNATE
an
had
to
utter them.
opportunity
Appointed Several Administrators of
mis. uiegory commenced to weep alEstates including H. A. Coomer
most with the first question asked by
for Mr, Mackie's Estate..
her attorney. With each additional QUALITY
'
TV,
offor!
' v" """"W '
.,,.t
oHnrnal
r.Wo
Urt MrS" Gr6g0ry Wept wltn renew"
SHOULD BE
good deal of business ed
transacting
and
Letters of administration were grant--j
FIRST CONSIDERAwnatever.
1
information of the court,
TION OF THE GRO7
"1
of the removal of
CERIES YOU EATJ
baSed n a charge of
Horace C- - Longwell in the estate of!
The
young
cruelty.
mother
lady's
t H Longwell, the court order- - unteered tQ take th w,
ed a citaon to be published
and testify in behalf of her daughter CHEAP
Nelhe M. Mil er; was appointed ad- - B0. that
tne
g
mimstrator ,pf ..the estate of Morton sought;for decree but tfl
Groceries are expensive at
re.
C Miller and guardian of the minor
fused tbe offer and contlnued tne
any price, We guar a n t e e
Miriam Miller.
until
noon so as to
in the estate of Fred W. Mackie,'ve Mrs Wednesday
every article we sell to give
,6
the. court appointed H. A. Copmer, ad trol of ner neryeg
,
satisfaction or you MONEY
'
minist'rator of his estatoi
'
BACK.
Tn pAorqiH trt
Q ocfoti, rP Titan Mt. '
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PSRTY, FRUIT
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whole-hearte-
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BISHOP.)

Batiste Waists Lace Front

Phone. Red So. 189

Sleep Is "Nature's Sweet Restorer"

Beautifully tailored morning
Waists of cambric
Misses sailor Blouser

And as orw Third of Life is Spent in Sleep, WHY
See our
NOT HAVE A COMFORTABLE BED?
Cotton Felt Mattriesses That Assure that comfort.
We have also some' exquisite new Parlor Suits,

j

y

We are

rearing
monument

1

the library and many other things. Lace and
Arabian Curtains, all Sizes and Designs, have
arrived. Also some superb Carpets.

Best Drugs

a
the
the

Co.
FUNERAL DIRECTORS.

Collections.

rooms in capital
officeBANK
BUILDING.

rOr

i

KCllX CITY

Completly renovated and placed in best
The most centrally locatof condition.
ed and modern office building in Santa
Fe. Steam Heat.
For rates and

J0SEPH

ation

inform

hayward,
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Santa fe Abstract)

PURCHASE

insurance Agency.
Santa Fe, N. .
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Licensed Embalmers
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PHONE
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FR AiaInG TASTEFULLY

PALAOB,

AVE

SAflSFACTORILY

DONE.
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NEW

Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever gave,
me at my salon
Just coll on
At morn or eve or busy noon
'
'

Published September, 1910. All Laws on
all Classes of Corporations on Banking,
Irrigation, Mining, Railroads, etc Complete Roles and Forms for Filing.
Statehood does not affect this booh
as Territorial laws remain In force
under state constitution. There will
le no revision for three years.

My raaor sharp ana
.owelsarw clean
My shop Is neat
And everything I think you'll find
the ralnd.
and
taste
please
To suit the
BATH

ROOM

T. W ROBERT'S'

1

O.K. BARBER SHOP
247 S8n Francisco

StSanta

Fe, N

935 Pages, $7.00
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Write for Circular!

WOOD'YS HACK LINE
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

jSirmxy

Sblng
mx.gx

FARE

and

good

Santa Fe, M.

T.T.
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New Line of WILSON BROS.,
SHIRTS- - Exquisite Designs-Mode- ls
of Tailoring-Fanc- y
or Plain-Colo- rs

A

or White.

:-

-:

:-

-:

:-

-:

$1.50 Each
GET THEM NOW
0ny

rTry5 The Cash Store
JULIUS H. GERDES
Kurmmttmmtummmtmu

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED OUR NEW
LINE OF LADIES MUSLIN UNDERWEAR WHICH IS NOW ON : : : :

SPECIAL SALE
AT LOWER PRICES THAN EVER.
PLEASE CALL NO TROUBLE TO SHOW
GOODo EVEN

IF YOU

ADOLF .SEUGMAN

DO NOP PURCHASE

DRY GOODS

GO

,

j

I

MARKE1REP0RT

and
guel Valencia, lanlljte-jValenci- a
Juan D. Alarid were, appointed administrators."'. ',
The cottrt then adjourned until
"
;

...

May 1.

.

MONEY AND METALS.
New York Lead dull,' $4.404.50.
Standard coppei- dull, Bpot and
May $11.9012.00

.

-

GLORY OF THE SOUTH.

Silver

2

GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago Wheat May 901
July

(Continued From page One.)

I'
bear prouder title. Her history ever 89.
Corn May 48
July":49
since the Louisiana Purchase has
Oats May 30
Julyr30
been an uninterrupted procession of
Pork May 17.35; July i6.'fc2
civic triumphs. There is not a page
Lard May 9.10; July 0.05.
in our country's history on which MisRibs May 9.42
souri has not .stamped her Impress.-IXe- t
July 9.00
'
me speak to you of the State
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis Wool unchanged. Terri- of sunny
fa'r Louisiana.
New snlendors will come to that State tory and western mediums
1922;
after the Panama canal is opened, for, fine mediums 16(g;l8; tine 1213.
i
LIVESTOCK.
exposition.; or no exposition. New
Orleans is .the port from which the' Chicago Cattle Receipts - 10,000.
Beeves
bulk of this country's commerce with1 Market steady to 10 lower.
A $5.206.90, Texas steers $4.405.70;
a
will gp forth.
!
"Again J. fare rii to the land of western steers $4.70 5.80; stockers
flowers, to fair Florida. Indescribable feeders $4.004.85; cows heifers $2.65
;

;

.

:

Latin-Americ-

arm try

PRICE MAKER

JUST RECEIVED -

r

:

deuto
Somfottl:l,

!t yon want anything on
a New Mexican Want Ad.

THE

JC

MAN-But-th-

Fr

'.

N.

WILMAIidON
HAJFNERCD

Leaves Barranca on the arrival ol
the north bound train and arrive at
Taos at 7 p. in.
Teo miles shorter than any. other
hacK

;

"

If you w;jat anything on eartn try
a New Mexican Want Ad.

Prom

Good covered

Tn,m

Vi

C. F. KANEN

way.

M

Dont' make the
a long way toward it.

THE

Sltased
:

CORPORATION

LAWS, RULES AND FORKS.

hair with giaoe
I'll eurl and dress the
of your face,
I'll suit the contour
and scissors keen,

FIRST CLASS

MEXICO

f

SHIRTS- -

BUTT BROS CO.

MLLKM

$2.25

GENTLEMEN

(

Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building,

address0"

THE MASTER

CLOTHES BUILDE

j

Manager,

ReaIty &

$3.00

COMPLETE.

REGISTER

Real Estate

$2.25

Make Your Selection Now
While Sizes and Styles are

least money"

Furniture

Insurance

$2.25

col-jar- y

polished mahogony and quarter oak tables for

&

$1.35

the nobbiest
out
thing
Waists of all over embroidered
fronts
Fine Batiste with imitation Irish
crochet lace front
White and colored Tailored
waists

i

EKPERT EMBALMERS

$1.25 V

Middy Blouses

j

j

R

$1.25

,

19 San Francisco St.

AKERS-WAGNE-

ALLURING PRICES

d

-

WATSON & COMPANY
(C.

Fitting Waists on the Market

Tailored-Be- st

j

CHES AND LARGE .
TRACTS. ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY.
A

-

;

BtflLDINGS,

CITY

Best

j

IN CANNED GOODS

Santa Fe Plumbing House

:!

Corner Water

We have full line of Monarch
& Richelien
Eastern pack
canned goods.

WE ALSO

&

Calisteo Sis.

Phone Black

Plumbing, Heating
and Repairing -:

109.

:-

R05WELL AUTO CO. ROSWfcLL NEW MEX

Carrying the TJ. S. mail and pasHave cheaper Canned Goods
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
but we i do not recommend Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
the use of cheap canned goods El Paso ft Southwestern and Rock Isa
land Railroads and the Atchison,
at any time.
ft Santa Fe Railroad.
Leares Vaughn at 8:30 a. m.. arCity Eggs -- - 35c Dz rive In Roswell at 3:30 P. nr.a.
Roswell at 12:30
m., arKansas Egg 25 & 30c Dz riveLeaves
in Vaughn at 6 P. m.
t 50 lbs. to
Baggage allowance
excess
each
baggage
KAUNE
&
ticket,
CO.
regular
H. S.
To-pek-

at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengi. )
to make special connections with ani
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe,
M;, by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co , at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 houra in advance. Rate for
special, $40 to ' accomodate four or
fewer passengers to either point

'

DENVER COIQ

GROCERS.

f

DAM

and

z4

t ectnc Service

Hour

WIRE UP TH0S

We ae Aseiits

J:,W. STOCKARD,

DARK PLACES

For Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners arid Wash Tubsj
i

Santa Fe Water

and
NIQHT

CalljhlS Operation

"; tht Company

MANAGER
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v'egas; A. Mennett, Las Vegas; C. S.
,
3uickel, Albuquerque;
John S.
New York; T. W. Hanna, Grover
Gotham, Lamy.
Montezuma.
J. W. Hoppe, Alamosa; T. J.
Peoria, 111.; M. L. Stern, AlAt the Elks' Theater.
in a clever manner. His smelling of buquerque; Z. E. Lawrence, Denver;
Thursday, March 9. The Girl From the revolver barrels to find out Mrs. B. C. Andrews, Seneca, Kas.;
which gun had been shot was a strong A. B. Schley, A. Williams, AlbuquerRector's.
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO.
western scene which pleased
que; T. J. Scott, Las Vegas; H. J.
"The Squaw Man" called "the virile
Cunningham, City; S. B. Davis, Jr.,
The "Squaw Man" ends in a way Las Vegas; R. G. Cobett, Tesuque; W.
American play," drew a fairly good
In effect Sept, 1st 1910
(Head Up)
(Read Down)
1 nttsized audience at the Elks Theater that is not satisfying. Still the play-:K- "est Virginia; Grace C.
2
12
1
1
STATIONS
ff 20j
..Miles
Alfred Evans,
of
tne
Findley'
and
far
last
was!?rown'
this
in
felt
life
wright
that
play
night,
Wyoming
a in
pm
o
4 00
west evidently pleased the people of a punishment for an English lord and j Kansa8 City; W. R. Seidall, Laguna;
7 30
Lv.. Dea Moines, N. M...Ar
7 4n
4
G' CaiK,ns
8B0
Pumaldo
Williams, Fores-othe southwest. The play is written "deah Old London" had such claims
3 30
05
11
.Pedmau
try
Service; C. B. Stubblefield, Albu
16
3
16
.5 20
Milton
is
son.
in
four
the
and
Edward
whv ai,r,i,in'r th farh0,
Uapuliu
by
Royle
35
3 05
20
VlKll
C. D. Kirkpatrick, Topeka,
" 50
acts, the first being staged In Lon- go back, too? So the Squaw Man's querque;
2 45
25
Thompson
Kas.: M. T. Root, Denver; J. A. Miller,
9 10
31
2 25
in
Cunningham
wife
don
and
other
the
three
as
commits
and
suicide
Wyoming
Diana's
9 35
42
155
....Ollfton House N.M
a big jump.
husband had died, the way is clear for Albuquerque.
1 30
10 00
49
I.v
Ar
Katon, N. M
Coronado.
0
2 30
"The Squaw Man" is a good play, a match between her and the new
,Lv
Ar 10 15
Katon, N.M
A. Gayer, Kansas City; Frank Trift,
7
2 47
Ollfton House N'M....
9 49
but it must not be compared to "The earl.
48
9 32
3 07
gPreston
Durango; Nick Krionderi, Wyoming,
Climax." It lacks the power to con65
8 55
Koehler Junction
345
Everyone admired the little Indian
V. Goodwin, Roswell; B. C. Speer,
jA.
2
9
....
35
05
Koehler
vince, and its actors and actresses are boy, called Little Hal and on the pro- - iTruchas
j34 16
UOolfax
68
8 20
not the artists seen here the other gram known as Master Dick
Hayden.
4 43
8 02
"6
Orrososo
!Ar
82
7 46
5 00
night. Moreover, there is too much He was just suited to the part and AMAZING ECONOMY IN
Lv
Cimarron
5 10
6 35
Cimarron
Ar am
jLv
to
melodrama
it.
nis native remarks always brought'
5 18
Nash
6 27
SIZE OF FUEL.
"
5 28
John C. Livingston, as Captain down the house.
Harlan
6 17
i
94
5 45
00
6
Ute
N.
M...Lv
Park,
jAr
James Wynnegate and afterward Jim
j Would
Enable
pm ' pm
Housekeeper to Keep
Carston, was the hero and easily the
I'ncle Joe" Cannon is responsible
Coal Bin on a Shelf in Smallest
JOonnects at Colfax with E. P. A 3. W. Hy, train both Northtand'Houtb.'J
leading man the star throughout the for a new word which promises evenPantry.
SStage for Van Kouten X, M, meets trains at Preston N.iM,
Mr. Living- tually to find its way into the English
performance.
evening's
New York, March S An amazing
M
M,
for Kllzabethtown. N. M . at 9:00 a. m, daily except ston has a
Stane leaves Ute Park,
commanding stage pres- vocabulary.
firing the ;J00 nights' economy In the weight and bulk ot
undays. Fare $1 00 one way $3.50 round trip; fifty pound baexaxe carriod free.
Nearly run o "The Girl From Rector's" at fuel is promised by the use of fuel
. for the south at 11:11 p. m. arrives from'the ence and a fine enunciation.
O. & S. train leaves Des Moines, V,
all of the other characters fell below Weber's Music Hall, Uncle Joe" step- - tablets.
onth at 4:38 a. m.
The
coal bunkers of
the standard set up by the leading pea in after, the first act, seated him- !the ocean linersgreat
of today, it is prom-sel- f
C. G. DEDMAN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
man, although Clarence Bennett as
in a box and began to enjoy the Ised, will be
replaced by a few pack-shoV. P. & C. M.,
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent.
His laugh during the last act ing boxes of the new fuel.
Tabywana, the Indian chief, looked
Experi-causeand acted the part very well.
John
a ripple through the house be- - ments are now being carried on by
Firelight, who begun his sentences cause its volume destroyed the heap 'the French ministry of war to
"He say," was also a clever Indian inof many of those
close about termine its efficiency,
terpreter. Wayne Ross did not make him. After the performance the man- The tabloid is an essence of gaso-age- r
a bad rustler and bad man in the perof the house asked him what he line distilled on the ratio of .006 of its
son of Cash
Miss Nan Win- thought of "The Girl".
It is reduced to a
original volume.
ters as
was a charming
"It's a snipper," he answered.
pasty consistency, which may be cut
of
Utes.
the
Miss Edna
daughter
"What does that mean," was the into tablets. The new fuel is called
Marshall as Lady Diana, wife of the query?.
"conpetroline." and is the discovery
Earl of Kerhill was an attractive
To El
"Quick, entertaining,
of a French officer who is an expert
Bisbee, Douglas
delightful
but
she declaimed her great, in fact."
"English lady,"
and all points in New Mex
chemist.
lines too much and was too theatrical,
"I never heard the word before,"
It is noncombustible and non-exico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
it must be admitted that in ventured the managei.
although
For practical use it is diluplosive.
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
real life some women are found to do
"Neither did I," returned "Uncle ted with a liquid whose formula is
these things, but this emphasising of Joe."
The tabloid fuel
carefully guarded.
every other word can scarcely be said
"The Girl From Rector's" which en- is expected to work a revolution in
to be characteristic of the
joyed a run of over three hundred aeronautics by reducing the weight
THE
London dame.
nights in New York will be seen at of fuel that is carried to practically
Frank Farley, as the earl of Kerhill, the Elks' Theatre, Thursday.
Scientists have been at
nothing.
was not very Interesting in the role
The work is by the author of "The work on the problem of concentrating
of a jealous man. He ought to take a Queen of the Moulin
alcohol and petroleum
Rouge," whose
for
course in the ethics of love in some stay at' the Circle theatre was second gasoline,
many years, and the tablet form of
Italian city. Sir John Applegate, only to that of "The Girl" at Weber's fuel is said to solve the
problem.
Diana's cousin, was the "English Music Hall.
ROUTE
man" you read about. He was "right
The New York papers declared it PUTTING HUMAN SKIN
there" with smart clothes, the mono- to he the most
IN COLD STORAGE.
entertaining vehicle
cle, and the broad a. He put on his ever presented at Weber's and that it
Philadelphia, March 8 Preserving
exaggerated . English accent a little would probably live for many years to human skin is a new triumph of medi
clnnn..
ouuus, uuwevei, uui uui1 100 strong j come.
cal science which ha3 bean successfulfor the young people in the audience, j "The Girl" broke
For rates and full information address
every record at ly demonstrated at the Samaritan hos- who voiced their amusement in gales that
Thirty-twplayhouse, surpassing
by many pital.
square inches of
Q- - f- - & p- of laughter and prolonged titters.
Agent,
thousands of dollars the figures reach-O- . skin were taken from the body of one
W Wegner as the bishop of Exe- - ed by Weber and Fields when theirs
El Paso Texas.
patient in the course of the operation
ter, understood the role as that of a wa8 the most popular music hall in all on Feb. 2. Five
days later the same
comic part, and made the most of it America.
skin was grafted on the arm of
He certainly was funny, but did not
.
another patient.
remind you of the dignified, Lord,
It is now eight days since the skin
was
Bishop. H?s stage presence
was grafted, and Dr. W. Wayne Bab- I
him.
against
cock, head surgeon at the Samaritan!
Harry Hayden, as Bill Hardy, the
Palace.
hospital announces that the skin has
sheriff of Coyote county, looked "the
Mr. and Mis. .1. B.- Wood.
San grown into the flesh perfectly and the
goods" and handled guns and prisoners Francisco; Col. Ralph Twitchell Las operation is a
complete success.
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Any system that needs a tonic needs also a blood purifier, for it is
the weakened and impure condition of the circulation that is responsible
for the
state of health.
We have only to recognize the
importance of pure, rich blood in preserving health, to realize the danger
of a weakened or impure circulation.
The great
of persons
are rapidly coming to understand the importance ofmajority
disease-thepreventing
know that a poorly nourished system cannot resist germs and
microbes, and that a tonic which purifies and enriches the blood will
often ward off a serious spell of illness later on.
That Spring is the most trying season on the health is a fact well
known to every one. It is the time of year when our constitutions are
required to stand the greatest strain, and unless the
receives
the proper amount of blood nutriment the health is boundsystem
to be affected.
1 he general bodily weakness,
tired, worn-ofeeling, fickle appetite,
poor digestion etc., come directly as a result of weak, watery blood.
It you need a tonic, you need a medicine that has real blood purifying properties. A great many so called tonics are mere nerve stim- Producing instantaneous exhilarating effect, but acting
J Je? injury
with decided
on the system.
If your system is weak and run- 11
up by suPPlying an increased amount of
can come only through
nutnment,
pure, rich blood.
"0t
the bl00d 18 dangerous, because it leaves
circulation to constantly prey upon the health.
b. b. b. is the greatest of all tonics
because it is the greatest of all
blood purifiers ; and it is the one medicine
you can rely on to supply
e
thf
vet Am with
mw
mail thA
lliV Koct
J uivui
tVOi IVJUI
effects and at the same time thorFEELS BETTER IN EVERY WAY
The
oughly purify the blood.
use of S. S. S. at this time may
S. S. S. is a good medicine. I
keep
save you from a long spell of it in the house all the while. It is an
excellent
tonic
to
to
the
give
sickness, and it will certainly presystem and tone to all the physical
pare you for the strain of the long members.
It gives appetite and
hot Summer. Many people have energy and makes one feel better in
every way. I have found it also an
put off using a tonic until the sysblood purifier. For months
tem became so weakened it could excellent
I was
with an itching skin
not resist disease, and have paid eruptiontroubled
on the face, and tried many
for the neglect later on with a specialists and many remedies to
get
spell of fever, malaria, or some a cure, butS. S. S. is the only medicine
that
to
seemed
I
relieve.
am
now free
other debilitating sickness. S.S.S. of this
eruption. I think a great deal
is Nature's ideal tonic and blood of
your medicine: believing it to be
It does not contain a the best blood purifier and tonic known
purifier.
to the world today.
particle of mineral in any form,
MRS. FRANK HORNER.
nor does it contain any of the
13. East Seventh St., Canton, O,
deleterious nerve stimulants that
are used in so many medicines
called tonics. S. S. S. tones up the stomach and digestion, rids one of
the tired, worn-ofeeling, improves the appetite and digestion, and in
every way contributes to the upbuilding and strengthening of the
entire system.
S. S. S.--is absolutely safe for persons of any
and
all who are in need of a tonic will find this medicine
exactly suited to
their needs.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA, Oi.
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WHEN GOING

rection. New Mexico will be RepubBouquets for Two Statesmen.
lican long afte- - he
Mr. Editor:
"Doubly dying has gene down
Your are right when you say "every
To the vile dust from whence he
cloud has a silver lining.",
Although
sprung,
the cloud thrown over New Mexico by
Unwept, unhonored and unsung."
Oklathe pestilential demagogue from
' Yours for the Sunshine State,
homa was dark and heavy, still there
A. Li. MORRISON.
are some compensations along with it.
First, there is the long desired close GOOD CRIMINAL LAWYER
NEEDS POKER FACE.
of the Senlatorial Term of the Hoo-sie- r
statesman (?) Beveridge, who has
Boston, March 8. "A poker face" is
gone home not to return, for which we
Then the one of the requisites of a good crimiought to be duly thankful.
from Oklahoma
has nal lawyer, according to General
done his worst, for according to the Charles W. Bartlett, one of the leadPresident's declaration, he will issue ers of the Boston bar. General Bartlett in a talk on criminal law to memhis proclamation
immediately after
the close of the long session of the bers of the bar and to Boston university law students, said:
new Congress.
And, by the way,
"A criminal lawyer must have good
wasn't it fortunate that the Republican authors of our ' Enabling Act," nerve, rare judgment, ability to keep
cool and must wear a poker face when
placed the power in the h'anris of the
things are, breaking badly for his
President, lo reissue his proclamation case."
(imediately after the adjournment of
the first regular session of Congress
if Congress failed to act on the quest
ion of statehood for New Mexico.
So, all that Owen has succeeded in
doing, is to subject us to a short
delay, and, after waiting over sixty
years for our rights we can afford to
wait a little longer.
I think lr. was
well for the Oklahoma
demagogue
that he was not here soon after his
depicable treatment of New Mexico.
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"Bancfir" bicycle famished brT..
RbQlJlKblJ until you receive and approve of

Model

NO MONEY

FACTORY PRICES

Weshio

your bicycle

andou will

not be out on; cent
l

to 2S middlemen's profits by buyms direct of us and have the manufacturer's
antce behind your bicycle. DO WOT BUY a bicycle or a pair of tires from cuar
at any price until you receive our catalogues and learn our unheard oi
lactom
prices and remarkabU special offers to rider agonta.
Vnil Ulll I DC CTnVfCUrn when you receive our heautif.il r,(,l,
j
our
MIVBWniy study
superb models at the
ly
low prices we can make you this year. We sell the highest grade bicycles for lessd,rf,
money
MM
.n
than anff other fartrirv. We are
ti.r1
BICTC.LE DEALKK8. you can sell mir hirv, le. .mrf- -r
1 S... .
our prices. Orders filled the dav received.
double
mv
tmi
SECOND UASU MCTCLKS. We do not reeularly handle second hand bicycles, but
usually nave a number on hand taken In trade by our Chicago retail stores. These we clear out
promptly at prices ranginer from 3 to 88 or SIO. Descriptive barrain lists mailed free.
'nBl0 wheels, Imported roller chains and pedals, parts, repairs and
COASTFR.RRAXF
,
equipment of all kinds at half the usual retail Prices.
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SCE NE FROM "THE GIRL FROM RECT OR'S"
The Musical Comedy Whi ch Will be Seen at the Elks' Theatre Tomorrow Night and Which
Ha d a Phenomenal Run in New York CI ty.

H

0 HEDGETHORN

J0D

cm

PUNCTURE-PROO- F

3FI r.lilTAI IHfi TIDCC ATO INTRODUCE,
sample pair
O ML Y
The

rerular retail Price of these tires it

'

I

80

MM

MJL.

Per tiair. but to introditte we rr,77

sellyouasamplepairtori4M)cashwithorder$4.ii).
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PU8CTURES
NAILS, Tanks or Clftfm will not let tlie
air out. Sixty thousand pairs sold last year.
Over two hundred thousand pairs now in use.
DESCRIPTION: Made in all sizes. Itlslively
andeasvridillP.Vei vdm:ililennrl line,lii,iilo.jth
a special qnalitv of rubber, which never becomes
porous and which closes lip smull punctures without allowWe have hundreds of letters from satis, 111 Notice the thick rubber tread
ing the air tots.-ap'A" and ponotnre
"B"
fiedcustomersstating that their tires haveonly been pumped
and "O," also rim strips
strip H
uponceortwiceinawholesepson.
They weith nonioretharl
to
outtinar.
rim
This
prevent
the
resist
tire,
anordinary
puncture
inequalities being given
tire will outlast any other!
bv eeveral layers oFlhin, specially prepared fabric
on the
muke-SOFT,
CLASTIC
tread. Theregularpriceof these tiresisfg.50perpair.but for
EASir
RIDING.
advertisingputpcacswearemalcingaspcciaUactory
price to
therlderof only J4.80 per pair. All orders shipped same
is
We
received.
letter
day
ship C. O. D on
approval. You do not pay a ent until 3 011 have examined and found them strictly as represented.
the P
you
W4.55perpair)if
OUDliU and enclose this advertisement. Yon
run no risk fn
ending us an order as the tires may be returned at OUR
if for any reason they are
not satisfactory on examination. We are perfectly reliable and expense
money Bent to us is as safe as in a
bank. If you order a pair of these tires, you will find that thev will ride easier, run faster,
wear better, last longer and look finer than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We
so
be
leuow that you will
well pleased that when you want a bicvele you will five us your order.
We want you to send us a trial ord.:r at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
don't buy any kind at any price until you send for a pair of
fJ-TXJ51f"C
MFFtt
---'
tires on approval and trial at
Htdgethorn Pnncture-Proo- f
the special introductory price quoted above; or write for our big Tire and Sundry
which)
describes and quotes all makes and kinds of tires at about half the usual prices Catalogue
out write us a postal today. OO NOT TBINK OF BUYING a bicycle'
UtVT
WAIT
WW
fWM
Ml I or a pair of tires from anvone until yon know the new and wonderful
oflers we are making. It only costs a postal to learn everything. Write it fiOW.
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MEAD CYCLE

C0I1PAP,

CHICAGO,

ILL

hosNotwithstanding the
pitality of our good people, it would
have been very difficult for him to
have received even decent treatment.
I heard one gentleman remark as he
passed a plac where the mud was in
a fluid condition, that he would like to
give Owen a bath in it, when another
gentleman (and he was a Southern
Democrat) replied, "Well, I would not
dirty the mud by throwing him into
it." I see that Owen now threatens
to have a smelling committee appointed by the special session of the new
Congress (of which he very modestly
names himself as the chairman) to
come out here to look us over and decide, as of course, such a committee
would do, that we are not :flt for stateIf the microbe ever does come
hood.
here on such a mission he will find
s
in the
thousands of
mountains who are better Americans
and honester men than he ever was
And he will find
or ver will be.
that the men who wrote the constitution (which is not a crazy-quilike
that of Oklahoma) are as far above
him, as George Washington was
well-know- n

uTWSZS,
X?Z3S?Zt2

put it to any test you wi.h If you are
keep the bicycle ship it back to us at our expense
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WOULD LIMIT NUMBER
OF CHILDREN,

grosses the more the birth rate

be--1

comes restricted.
"The family exists for the purpose
So That Every Chiftl Would be
of controlling the number of children
a Precious Blessing and
and Insuring adequate support to
Not a Burden.
I think certain
those that are born.
Cambridge, Mass., March 8 While laws should be enacted to control the
Dr. Charles D. Elliot has said that a birth rate.
married couple ought to have at
"Marriage is merely an economic
least 3ix children, Dr. Thomas Nixon contrivance
for controlling the birth
Carver, Harvard's noted economist, rate. The more a people progresses
says no family should be allowed to the more
the restriction of the
have more children than it can sup- birth rate rigid
becomes. '
port.
"However, there Is no danger, of
"Every law concerning relationship race suicide. The only danger Is that
between the sexes is made with the society shall increase too Tapidly at
prime purpose of providing that every the bottom and not rapidly enough at
child shall have support," said Profes- the top. That spells decay.
sor Carver. "The more a nation pro- - "I think that legislation that would
Con-sider-

m

I

with the large family of the
poorer woman would make the ability
to have children a privilege.
The result would be that a woman would be
proud to have children Instead of considering them a burden to be avoided.
"I think this probably
would Increase desirable children and decree a
'
the undesirable ones."'
do away

sheep-herder-

First Freight by Train The first
freight hauled over the new branch
of the Santa Fe from Cutter to the
Engle dam arrived In camp Thursday about 3 p. m. This consisted of
eight cars loaded with lumber and
As we owe
other material to be used immediate- above Benedict Arnold.
our bitter, disappointment to a Demo
ly in construction work.
crat it is hoped that our own Democrats will remember this when we
are admitted in spite of Owen and all
his Populist associates.
When Owen
declared that his object in filibusterII
II El E II W
W
II
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.
II
II
III
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W
lutt
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mfc
m
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11
11
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11
El
in is
n si
1111
in
ri ii
ing against us was to prevent the adYD
mission of the Two Kepublican Senators, he may be' assured that if there
For Backache, Rheumatism, Kidney and Bladder Disorders. Do not risk ever
was a remote chance f such, a
having Bright's Disease and Diabetes. Commence today and be welL calamity as New Mexico going DemoTHE
PHARMACY.
cratic he has killed it beyond resur-- 1
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Arizona
Mexico

One way Colonist tickets on sale
daily, March 10 to April 10, 1911,
from

SANTA FE, N. M.

'
Only a few points shown below.
For fares to other points and Information as to the liberal
r
privileges accorded, phone, write or see
the undersigned.
Lob Angeles
$25.00
San Francisco
25.00
San Diego
25;oo
stop-ove-

Pasadena

25-0-

Redlands
Sacramento
Santa Barbara
Monterey.

,

25.00
25.00
25.00

....25.50

Prescott

21.35
25.00
17.25
25.00
26.35
35.00
35.fi0

pbenlx

Flagstaff ... ... .....
Tucson ...
Bisbee
Goldfleld
...
Tonopah ... ...
Deming ...
i2.c5
Sliver City
,
14 55
Chihuahua ... ...
25 (in
,
Guaymas
o.rA(1
Mexico City ... .
25 00
Through tourist sleepers' "to Los
Angeles and San Francisco are electric lighted and have smoking room
for men and extra large
dressing
room for women.

.....

S. LUTZ.

Aont

A. T. & S. F. Ry.
SANTA FE, N. M.
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Rachel and
Leah

AFTER

POLITICS AND POLITICIANS

7 YEARS

By

evtra nice dishes to the Judge's liking.
Sam was particularly expert in preparing fried chicken and never failed
to have one in the ice box when it was
needed. One morning Sam placed a
"nice, plump yaller leg pullet, sah,"
mmm
before the Judge, who asked Sam !f I Was Cured by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Committeemen for Guadalupe County. the people in that neighborhood raised
Vegetable Compound
to sah,"
"C. C. Henry and George Sena have many chickens: "Dey tries
Waurika,
Okla."I had female troubeen named as Guadalupe county replied Sam. Fort Sumner Republi- bles for seven years, was all rundown.
can.
ana so norvous I
members of the Territorial Republi
Like Senator Beveridge.
would
Senator Owen of Oklahoma
he the most popular visitor that ever
came to New Mexico if he should land
here today perhaps. Fort Sumner
Republican.
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Sybilla burst explosively into the
sitting room, shouting subduedly:
Mab! Everybody! The
"Mother!
saw him in
new minister is coming
the lane and you know the road
doesn't go anywhere else."
"Dear me! And this room In such
a clutter!" Mrs. Ray cried, dropping
her sewing and glancing at the shreds
of pink silk, the tatters of tulle and
snippets of gauze that littered the rug
and clung wispily to everything.
"That frock does look dance-y,- "
but over her
Sybilla commented
shoulder she was on her knees gathering up the offending shredB and
tatters. "But don't you worry, mother
L'll whisk everything out of hight
Besides, I believe his reverence will
be so taken up looking at Mab he
won't see anything else not if it was
aB big as a grown dog."
You dreadful child!" Mrs.
"Hush!
Ray reproved.
Mab, the beauty of the family, poutwon't stay
ed visibly. "I do hope
long. If he does my ni w frock will
never get Aone in tin ," she said
anxiously.
Sybilla laughed outrig! saying
"And if it shjuldn't why,
the Hampton pound cake may turn
out all dough!"
"You deMabel flushed angrily.
serve to be sent to boarding school
only you're such a savags you might
disgrace the family," she said severely. Then she turned to her mother.
"Why can't you go upstairs and sew?
I'll make out you've got a headache
and send the Rev. Peter Benn away
in a jiffy."
"You ask me to do everything ex
cept your lying," Sybilla bubbled, her
"I like Peter Benn.
eyes dancing.
Why don't you leave me to entertain
him? He's almost as nice as a big
calf."
healthy
"You forward thing!" Mabel ejaculated. "Mother, send her upstairs. If
you don't she'll make me cry "
"No she won't crying makes red
noses for little Mabel and she doesn't
want even a minister to see her so,"
Sybilla flung back undaunted, whirl- -

could not do anyThe selec- can Central Committee.
Plea for Harmony.
thing. The doctors
tion of these gentlemen assures a per- - j
treated me for difin the coming
A
feet representation in that body for town plan for harmony
ferent
thinps but
election is now being seriously
did me no good. I
our county." Santa Rosa Sun.
discussed by our people. Everybody
so
bad that I
got
in this community is tired of the discould not sleep day
Compensation.
or night. "While in
play of factionalism, rag chewing and
There Is one conspicuous advantage mud slinging in town elections. If
this condition I read
of Lydia E. Pink-hamin the present system of electing sen- people would quit trying to dig up
ators by the legislature an advantage dirt and get together and push, the
Vegetable
and
Compound,
that scheme to have been generally town would be better off. Let us lay
becan
its use and
overlooked in the discussions. The av- aside the hammer and
t wrote to Mrs. Pinkliam for advice.
In
quit making
erage legislature is deadlocked so insinuations that are extremely bad, in a short time I had gained my average
now
am
and
over
contest
the senatorial
strong and well."
completely
first place, because they are without
F' B"
that there is no time free to enact foundation of fact, and the people who
fool laws. El Paso Herald.
make them will not come out openly,
Another Grateful Woman.
and make them charges. Let us get
Huntington, Mass. "I was in a ner
New Committeeman.
above petty dickerines. lay aside Der- - vous, run down condition and for three
The Republican last week omitted sonal Jealousies and look ahpad. nnt. years could find no help.
Present good health to
Se-- ,
to mention the fact that C. C. Jones backward. Let us get out a ticket
of this place had been appointed a for the town, put them into office and
member of the Republican territorial stand by them. We can get plenty of Jjeve saved my life,
central committee. The appointment men who would take the offices and i "My doctor knows what helped mo
was a satisfactory one for the Repub- do the best they know how. if they nd aoes
say one word against it."
Bates, Box
licans in this part of Guadalupe coun knew harmony would -Drevaii but.. if ' TV.,M?-u - M.AR? Janette
moot
ty who will gratefully remember Mr. they have reason to believe that ev-- 1
a.
case
Because vour
is fliffienlfr
Hursum lor granting tneir request.erything they do will be unmercifully i doctors having done you no good, do
Sumner Republican.
not
to
suffer
continue
criticised and improper insinuations
without giving
ydia h
Vegetable Coni- made, no one wants to hold a town
Told by Judge Mann.
offlce.
We ought to put out just one 5?
",!u,1ffly ha? cur.ed
This brings to mind a story that tick
and. if the prohibition fight is
uciere Mann tells,
Ihe ludee was a nnt onnniriorii aottiH w tv. rvmnio
favorite boarder at a restaurant in vote for and against the saloons sep- -' pains, backache, that bearing-dowLas Vegas at least black Sam, the arately on the question and abide- - by j reeling, and nervous prostration.
cook, took great delight in preparing the results. Texico Trumpet.
don't mind saying so. Fact is everybody likes taffy but some that like
repeat for the 'teenth time that people it best pretend they don't.
The Santa Fe New Mexican is the
s
are too
and
EDITORIAL
FLASHES.
editors who try thus to fool their read-- oldest paper in New Mexico and is a
ers, fool no one but themselves. Rio sort or granddaddy to all of us and
Grande Republican.
certainly we never saw any other big
Columbita University has received j
daily that showed so much kindly interest in all of us kids.
a gift of two million dollars. Now if
Colonel Roosevelt,
Editor Walter and his "taffy" are
some philanthropist will only come
is making adequate
Albuquerque
all right. Obar Progress.
to the aid of the struggling young Uni- - preparations to welcome Col.
of
Chicago. Albuquerque dore Roosevelt, Private Citizen (with
A Mistake.
Journal.
big capitals) on the 15th of March.
The Morning Journal publishes on
The committee in charge should have another page a very courteous letter
Can Dispense With Canteens.
the enthusiastic
of ev from the president of the New Mexico
Catfish coming up the Pecos this ery citizen of Albuquerque. The Colo- - Christian Endeavor Union expressing
spring will not be compelled to carry nel is a large national figure any way the appreciation of that organization
canteens of water to moisten the you look at him and it behooves this of the publicity given the sessions of
sandbars with before they cross them. cjty to show its thorough appreciation the recent convention by this paper.
There will be plenty of water all 0f the distinction of his presence by
"I had been told," said the president
right. Fort Sumner Republican.
'giving him a welcome that will keep in his letter, "that the Morning Jour"
the rest of the southwest moving live- - nal has not been standing very squareA Cruel Sentence.
jy to equal. There is good reason to ly for the Christjan forces lately. I
A ruthless Los Angeles judge re- - believe that Albuquerque will rise to
trust that these reports have been
cently imposed the following appal-- the occasion.
We shall be on dress
exaggerated."
ling sentence on a man of 21, convict- j parade and every detail of the recep-e-d
We hasten to assure the gentleman
of embezzling $5,000 of the funds tion program from the way the com-o- f
a theater and spending the money mittee is working will be all that could that these reports he speaks of have
not only been exaggerated, but they
pro-- j be desired.
The court
in riotous living.
d
There will be many
"You shall jnent territorial officials and citizens have been fabricated. The Morning
this sentence:
Journal has always stood broadly for
stay at home nights; you shall remain nere, from the governor down
and the best interests of the Christian
within the limits of this county; you from the governor's wife down, while
forces and for the upbuilding
of
shall not play billiards or pool, fre- probably every portion of New Mexico
church organizations and their useful- or
drink
cafes
will
intoxicating
have its representatives, It is go- - j
quent
nesg in Albuquerque and New Mexico.
liquor, and you shall go immediately jng t0 be the big event of the season, There has been no variation of this
to work and keep at it until you nave this Roosevelt reception with the nic
policy and there will be none. On the
paid back every dollar you stole. Vio- turesque and martial element as the other hand there are men
among the
to
prison." finishing touch as the. Colonel of the
late these terms and you go
church people as elsewhere who go asRoswell Daily Record.
Riders
his
Rough
comformer
greets
tray occassionally, in the pursuit of
mmm
rades from the battlefields of Cuba.
false gods and who must be directed
The subjects of his various speeches Albuquerque Journal.
back into the straight and narrow
as shown in the dispatches yesterday
Such a condition arose recently
show clearly that the zeal of the ex- - pass city No Friend of New Mexico, way.
in this city and while the Morning
ourus
behave
for
The
Advertiser will pay $5.00 for Journal as usual stood
making
president
squarely for
selves has not abated. He will talk every time word "Alamogordo"
Christianity it must be confessed that
on "Civic Righteousness," peared in the Wednesday
Herald a few individuals heretofore promi"Reliable Ideals," "The Home of the write up of the Roswell and Tularosa
nent in church work locally failed to
of
Life
and
the
auto route. And, The Advertiser will do as much.
Child," "The Bible
the People," "The Public Servant and pay another $5.00 for every time the
We believe that roost of them by
the Eighth Commandment," "The;wora "Alamogordo" aDneared in the
this
Ninth
time, meditating on the clay feet
of
and
the
Public
Opinion
Shape
Thursday Times write ud of the same of some
of these idols have seen the
Commandment," "Good Citizenship." affair.
That Colonel Roosevelt will have quite
A gentleman, a health seeker, was error of their ways and will return to
a bunch Of good advice for us goes at Hotel Alamogordo last Saturday. their proper sphere of usefulness
without saying, and we should receive He came up from El Paso. His home chastened in spirit and educated by
it with proper enthusiasm. Albuquer- is in NewvYork.
He walked over experience.
This, we explain, is probably what
most of the town and stopping at the
que Journal.
Advertiser office said he couldn't un- led to the reports mentioned regardWork for District Attorney.
derstand why we have so many vacant ing this paper's attitude toward the
counties. resident houses. Said he: "El Paso forces of Christianity. The majority
New Mexico has twenty-siIn material wealth and intelligence of is full up crowded.
Rent is high, of citizens coming under this head we
the people, Guadalupe county occu- liv'ng Is high and there are all sorts are confident will agree with the fore
pies an enviable place in the list. In of inducements to get our money. Al-- ! going statement of the case. As to
the collection of taxes, according to amogordo's climate is some better the Christian Endeavor movement, as
the figures of Traveling Auditor C. V. than that of El Paso and Alomogordo's always the Morning Journal believes it
Safford (which are undoubtedly cor- drinking water is far better than that one of the most practical wholesome
rect) we have made almost the poor- furnished in El Paso. There are no optimistic and useful features of the
est showing of all our sister counties. special inducements here to get our work of the church. Albuquerque
While the money and living is as cheap or cheap- Morning Journal.
This should not be.
average per cent collected for 1909 in er, than in El Paso. It seems that some
all counties outside of Guadalupe is systematic
inThe New Mexican Frlntsng comadvertising would
nearly 90 per cent, we have collected duce people health seekers like my- pany has prepared civil and criminal
less than 63 per cent. 'Inquiry at Col- self to get out of congested El Paso dockets especially for the use of Juslector Sanchez' office revealed the and come to the free air of Alamogor- tices of the peace. They are especial
fact that for 1909, 98 per cent of the do." Otero County Advertiser.
ly ruled, with printed headings, is
either Spanish or English, made of
farmers, merchants and small taxpayers have paid their taxes for that
good record paper, strongly and dur
Walter's Taffy.
The delinquents are wealthy
year.
Last Saturday, evening the Santa ably bound, with leather back and
land owners.
covers and 'canvas sides, hall full
How about it. Mr. Dist
New Mexican gave an
index In front and the fees of justices
rict Attorney? Can you force pay- Fe
ment on these taxes? Santa Rosa "taffy pull" in honor of its exchange of the peace and constables printed
list.
In full on the first page. The pages
Sun.
Editor Paul A. F. Walter presided are 10
inches. These books arc
with his accustomed grace and dignity made np in civV and criminal dockets.
People Getting Wise.
function to the separate of 3'. pages each, or with
A prominent "light" came into the and pulled off the
office the other day and said: "Here a absolute satisfaction of the 122 ex- both civil and criminal bound in one
a dandy editorial that I clipped from changes on the New Mexican's Ter- book, 80 pases civil and 320 pages
criminal. To introduce them they are
a 1901 magazine that you can pass off ritorial list..
offered at the following prices
We agreed with him
form
as your own."
In
the
The "menu" was served
$2.7C
that it was a good one, but declined to of an editorial in appreciation of the Civil or Criminal .t CriminrJ
Combined Civil and
;. 4.00
publish for three reasons: First, it public service performed by the local
For 45 cents additional for a single
was not our own, second, that it was press.
or 65 cents additional for
docket,
we
do not
too long, and third that
After handing a good hunk of taffy combination docket, they will be sent
He said nobody would to each of the dallies, Editor Walter
plagiarize.
by mail or prepaid express. Cash In
know; but, aside from running the starts in and throws the sweet stuff full must accompany
order. Stats
would
to
mutt
our
call
risk that some
the different weeklies and
plainly whether English or Spanish
attention to it, there was the certainty
In big, Juicy chunks of which printed heading is wanted.
that WE would know. The editor is the following introductory will do for
tired of seeing so many papers plag- a sample:
A Special Medicine for Kidney
iarize.
Only last week there appearThere are favorites among the
Ailments.
ed in the Las Vegas Optic a column hundred or so of exchanges.
Many elderly people have found In
written of the slave conditions in MexThe RoswelP Register-Tribunfor Foley's Kidney Remedy a quick reico, which was copied word for word instance. Is always dug up first and lief and permanent benefit from kidfrom a chapter of "Barbarous Mex- the Tenderfoot sketches pass in re ney and bladder ailments and from
'.
ico" by Kenneth Turner, but no credit view.
due
annoying urinary Irregularities
was given.
The same article came
"The Obar Progress is not far from to advancing years. Isaac N. Regan,
out in Tuesday's issue of the El Paso the top and brings visions of KlineFarmer, Mo., says: "Foley's Kidney
Times, which not only did not give felter, one of the most original cusses Remedy effected a complete cure In
credit to Turner but not even to the In the Southwestern newspaper field." my case and I want others to know of
Optic from which they clipped 't. We
Thanks, that tastes good, and we it." Capital Pharmacy.
j

Martha

i never nearc sucn insolence. !
Mother, she'll be the talk of the
town. People have said always you
couldn't raise a forward daughter, but
I'm afraid "
"They won't keep saying it?"
Sybilla interrupted. "Wrong, honey
Len says I'm as shy as I'm sweet.
Mab, did he ever say anything nicer
to you?"
"I'll send you to school day after
"If
tomorrow," Mrs. Ray groaned.
your poor father does say it's no use,
you've got to
wanted to
"Thanky, ma'am
this ever so long," Sybilla countered
undauntedly. "Not for what books
will teach me I can get that at home
but so as to rub off the angles and
make mo sweet and attractive like
Mab."
She ended with a laugh of genuine
amusement that had yet a sound unlike her usual bubbling. Still, she had
her way about the frock after all, inciting her father to exercise husbandly authority for once, and send his
wife to bed betimes.
All next day she was singularly
gentle, singularly willing not once
did she say a briery thing, nor fail of
doing the most exacting duty.
Rested and refreshed, Mrs. Ray did
marvels w'ith the pink silk. When it
lay complete upon the bed in the
spare room, Mabel surveyed it with
a happy smile, and even said to Sybilla:
"Syb when your time comes, I'm
going to see to it that you have new
Of
things and real pretty ones.
course I'll be married then but I
shan't forget how ..nice you can be
when you try."
"Thanky, ma'am," Sybilla said, her
eyes dancing. "But isn't It lucky. I
never cared for clothes? If I did care
if would spoil all my fun tonight. I've
nothing to wear to the hop, but my
pink organdy and I've had to let
down every tuck in it."
"You must have your joke," Mabel
said smiling indulgently.
Sybilla also smiled. "If you take it
that way I'm glad," she said. "I
thought maybe you'd be mad as Tucker over my going, but when Len asked
me why, I just had to say yes."
Mabel stared at her as if paralyzed.
You you don,'t mean to tell me you're
going with Len Hampton?" she gasp"
ed. "Why! I I was sure
"I know," Sybilla nodded. "But don't
you mind Mab. I won't ever cheep
to him what you thought. He's going to take us both, and Mrs. Dean
into the bargain his car is big enough
you knowj though we don't actually
need a chaperon, now we're engaged.
Oh, say Mab, will it be too much out
of the picture if I wear my diamond
ring with the pink organdy?"
In fact, Just
Mabel said nothing.
then it appeared to her there was
nothing left to say. But when next
Sunday Peter Benn preached about
Leah and Rachel, she, of all the con
gregation, understood him best

go"
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WILL TEACH JAPS

BASEBALL

Manager McGraw of New York Giants
Sees Much Promise for Our National Game In Japan.
Not satisfied with developing some
of the best baBeball players in the
United StateB, John J. McGraw, manager of the New York Giants, is going
to act as tutor to the Japanese nation In the great Yankee game. Togo
S. Hamamoto of Tokyo has applied
for the position of baseball apostle to
his countrymen and McGraw plans to
do all in his power to spread the gospel of the game in foreign lands.
Hamamoto, who has the backing of
a number of Influential citizens of
Tokyo, will go to Marlln Springs with
the Giants when they start training,
and will devote his time to mastering
the game. His backers plan to develop professional baseball In their
own country as a great popular sport

1

Captain Robert Flagg's Scriptural
tort to "Persecuted" French
Missionary.

ing.
As a matter of fact the Japanese
have been playing a sort of Indifferent baseball for several years, but the
game has not been brought to a high
stage of development. Several of the
college teams of this country have
made excursions over there, among
these being the trip of the University
of Chicago nine last fall. While the
Japanese do not play much of a game
as yet, they are said to be alert and
quick.
Their speed makes them promising
material and Manager McGraw Is
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WANTED Agents to place our 5r
cigars with premium deals in Arizona
and adjoining territory. Good side
line. Address Crown Cigar Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
TYPEWRITERS.

BLANKS

Printed and foi sale by New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.
Mex.
Butchers' Bond,
sheet.
Sheriffs' Monthly Report of Li
sheet
censes,
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a vol
ume; 3 to 12 inclusive, 13.30 eacn;
Mcnf" Digest of New Mexico Reports, full sheet. 16.50. Postage 25c.
Retail Liquor License, 60 tr Book,
2

2

100 In Book. 75c

County Superintendent's Warrant,
in Book. 35c.
Poll Tax Receipt. 60 In Book. 25c.
Poll Books tor City Election, 8
pages, 60c.
of
Claimant,
Proof, Testimony

50

full sheet.

Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
full sheet
Applicant,
Deposition of Witness.
sheet.
sheet
Final Proof.
sheet
Contest Notice,
oeet.
Yearly Proof. 4 074b. ti
Affidavit to be filed before contest.
2

f ,W':'

lite
l

S:

lt:(?'

-

V

'J

vi

"

,

2

2

1

sheet

1--2

Affidavit of Contest

Against
sheet
Entryman,
Notice of Intention to make final
sheet.
proof,
Additional Entry,
sheet
320 Homestead
II
Entry,
sheet.
Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of Applicant, full sheet
sheet
Relinquishment
Township Plats, 4 sheet.
Township Plats, full sheet
Poll Booku for Town Election, 8
pages. 40c.
Poll Books, Election of School Directors, 4, 6 and 8 pages, English, 20c,
30c and 40c.
Road Supervisor's Receipt, 60 In
Book, 25c.
Stamps, Etc.
Inches
One line stamp, not over 2
long, 15c; each add!Unal line, 10c
extra.
Local daters, any town and date for
ten years, $1 00.
Regular line daters, for ten years,
35c
Facsimile signature stamps, with
wood cut, $1.60.
sheet
Warranty Deed,
Quit Claim Deed, 2 sheet
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
2

2

2

2

o

ly: "Well, Miss Smarty, where have
you been all afternoon?" she answered
and
with a lovely flush, but clear-eye"Oh, out riding with Len
Hampton. He saw me up In the apple
tree and said he'd give me a drive for
three red apples."
"Just as you are? My!" Mabel
gasped, glancing at Sybilla's faded
serge frock, scuffed shoes and bat-

iy lady as
Address P. O.

Position

(Jeneral License, 50 in Book, $3.00.
Nos. 13 and 14. $2.70 each. Postage
25c each.
Notification ol Change In Assessment by Assessor, 100 in Book. $3.75.
Assessor's Notice of Assessment,

Re-

Capt. Robert Flagg of the Yangtse
came to China
River Steamer Yuen-wa lifetime ago from the State of Maine.
He has been dead several years, but
bis memory is dear to all who follow
the rivers and the sea. Capt. Henry
PyDus of the Empress of Japan was
once Capt. Flagg's pilot on the line to
Hankow, in China. He tells this
story:
One night while the vessel was feel"Of Course I'll Be Married Then.
ing her, way up the river a cry in broken English came over the water:
lng about as she talked and reducing
"Stop dat ship! Hi, dere! Stop dat
the chaos to order. "You're Miss ship! Take me on!"
to
Goosie, all right, all right trying
The steamer stopped. A sampan
put it over me that way, when you swung alongside and a very much
know I know you so well "
scared and relieved white man came
"Hush! I won't hear such language! over the side.
I don't see where you ever learned It!"
he
"Take moi to Hongkong!"
Mrs. Ray interposed despairingly.
screamed. "Turn de ship aroun'!'
Sybilla looked contrite and ran to
"Who are you?" asked the captain.
her mother, pushing her down into the
"I am de French missionary. My
easiest chair and smoothing her hair mission has been burn'. I have been
Jeftly.
stone.' Take me to Hongkong!"
Mrs. Ray got up, saying, irritably,
"What kind of a missionary are
"I will go upstairs but mind, Mabel,
asked the captain, "and why do
you?"
too
if you keep Peter
long I can't do you want to go to Hongkong?"
side-forhas to
very much. That left
'I tell you dey ave burn' my misbe set in differently and without you
I am a missionary of de Saviour
sion.
to fit It on"
Christ. Dey 'ave stone me,
"I know! I know! Only go," Ma- Lord Jesus
I go Hongkong to get French gunboat
bel interrupted.
to punish dem! Turn de ship!"
As her mother vanished In the wake for
"Did
tie Saviour Lord Jesus Christ
of Sybilla, whose arms overflowed
when they
a
French
gunboat
get
with inchoate finery, the minister
stoned Him?" asked the captain.
knocked. Mabel welcomed him warmThe steamer did not turn back.
ly she had a warm heart toward any
man who admired her, so warm, in
fact, It was three hours before she
Small Favors.
let Peter leave, notwithstanding the
"Hello! what makes you so elated?"
state of the pink silk frock.
called to my friend, the jokesmith.
"You can finish it by twelve o'clock I
"An editor has sent me congratulawe'll
tomorand
late
sleep
tonight
he replied, with a Joyful smile.
tions,"
when
she
her mother
row,"
explained
on what?" I ex"Congratulations
complained of wasted time.
claimed with wonder, for I well knew
Sybilla, who had Just come in, stood the kind of stuff he was in the habit
with clenched hands.
"You know
out.
mother ought to be in bed early," she of turning
"Oh, my work, of course," my
said, her voice singularly restrained. friend
replied with some heat. "In
"And she shall be there, too even if
fifty of my Jokes he conreturning
in
you go to the hop
your old blue tarme because none of them
gratulated
latan."
was based on mothers-in-law- ,
tramps
Mabel glared at her younger sister
or boarding house hash."
she was badly spoiled, and all along
had tyrannized over everybody, espeRIGHT.
cially this gawky creature, willing as
she was gawky. Now, she was growing unbearable at seventeen a girl
should know better than to be saucy.
clothes,
Sybilla had taken cast-of- f
studied In cast-of- f
books, waited on
everybody, and eaten' at the second
table, unmurmuring. Of late she had
grown restive the frocks were too
short Mabel was several Inches lower
than she. Then, too, she had developed a quaint and ready bitterness of
speech, an Insight that was critical,
and worse still, a reckless regard for
the truth.
Therefore when Mabel asked tart-

WANTED

cashier or bookkeeper.
Box 331, Santa Fe, N.

$3.00.

j

promi-nounce-

fob black
Watch
ribbon
S.
A.
gold buckle.

Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
With their characteristic enterprise, and rented. Standard makes bandied.
when desiring to learn something All repair work and typewriters guarfrom the western nations, they decid- anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exed to send a delegate to America to change. Phone 231.
study the game and bring back the
best of American methods and train-

STEAMER DID NOT TURN BACK

j
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with plain
Brookes.

1-- 2

2

1--

3'

sheet

Replevin Writ, 4 sheet
sheet
Replevin Affidavit,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint
1--

1-- 4

sheet

Warrant

prophesying that some day a real
world's championship will be played
with the United States and Japan as
rivals.

4

Commitment,

1-- 4

4

1--

sheet
Execution,

1-- 4

sheet

sheet
Certificate of Brand,
Summons,

Baseball critics already have begun
to pick the winners for 1911.
Gotch,
Mahmout, Hackenschmldt
and Zbyszko have gone to the mat in
a deadlock.
The Boston National league moguls
met and decided to let Fred Tenney
run the team.
Patsy Donovan, manager of the Boston Red Sox, says he wants to drill
his team for speed.
The richest wrestlers in the world
are said to be Gotch, Hackenschmidt,
Roller and Zbyszko.
Brooklyn fight fans are hilarious
about Joe Coster, who. they think,
had something on Abe Attel recently.
"Gabby" Street in eight years has
caught in 860 games a record equaled by no other major league backstop.
Freddie Welsh, the English lightweight pug champion, says he would
rather meet Packey McFarland for
his next opponent.
Eddie Hahn, who topped the Chicago City league with a batting average of .275 last year, batted only J82
for the White Sox In 1909.

4

Attachment Affidavit,
shet
Attachment Bond. 4 sheet
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
4

GOSSIP OF
SPORTDOM

sheet
sheet
sheet

Attachment Writ,

Muggsy McGraw.

4

Shep

4

Contract,

2

sheet
sheet
4

Justice of the Peace Blanka
sheet
Appeal Bond,
sheet.
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
2

1-- 2

Appearance Bond. 2 sheet
Stock Blanks,
Bill of Sale Animals wearing Vendor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet
Bill of Sale, In Books of 25 Blanks,
40c per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
Vendor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet
Bill of Sale Range Delivery. 14
1--

sheet

Bill of Sale, 2 sheet
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Reshest
corded Brand,
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owners-RecordeBrand, 2 sheet
2
Affidavit,
1-- 2

1--

Non-Miner-

lheet

Deed of Trust, full sheet
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet
Compiled Laws o! N. M. 1897. $9.60.
2

Postage 46c
Notary Record,
Notary Seals:

vl-2-

each.

$2.75. delivered
Ijesk. $3.26, delivered nearest express office.
Additional and Amended Location
sheet
Certificate,
Agreement of Publisher, 4 sheet
Proof of labor, 4 sheet.
One Way to Look at It.
Notice of Mining Location, 2 sheet
Jinks Do you know, I was refused
Title Bond and Lease of Mining
three times before I found a girl who
would have me.
Property. 2 sheet
Letters of Guardianship, 2 sheet
Blinks I see. Just like a patent
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
medicine: "Well shaken before taLetters of Administration, 2 sheet.
ken." Judge.
Administrator's Bond acd Oath.

AluminumPocket

2

1--

1--

1--

1--

1--

1-- 2

--

1--

2

sheet
Natural Explanation.
Letters Testamentary, J sheet
of
tered hat
"Why do you think the weeping
in Assumpsit 2 sheet
Declaration
Sybilla smiled softly, nodded . and
Be what makes you think that the plaintiff in this cjuie was actually
Satisfaction of Mortgage, 2 sheet
murmured: "I don't believe Len no- gtrls who dance are all right?
merely crocodile tears?"
Assignment of Mortgage, 2 sheet
ticed what I had ou he was too busy
"Because she waa the allegator la
those who dent
Because
She
sheet
Lease,
me."
.
at
.
v
,
looking
theoase."
left,,... ..
v
dance ate general
1--

1--

1--

.....

1--

1--2
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"The Refuge" a drama well told and
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Grocery and Bakery
Seeds Seeds Seeds
and Flower

All kinds of Garden

Seeds, Onions Sets etc.
Sweet Pea and Nasturtium Seeds
in bulk, mixed and separate colors.

F: Andrews

Phone No. 4.

Phone No.4.
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NOVELTIES?

Never was
?-

there such an

ex--

.

quisite display in so many
both useful and
desips-I- n
ornamental pieces in both

-

a"

Santa Fe, N. M., March 8
The weather for New Mexico
is fair and warmer tonight.
N Thursday generally fair.

X

V

Mirrors and Saints in stock at GOE-- i
BELS.
The Unexpected Honeymoon is a
comic picture and a good one. See it
at the Elks' tonight.
Workmen Return From Colorado
Sixty men employed in cutting ice at
Lake George, Colorado, have returned
to Las Vegas.
Rearing a Monument to the best
drugs for the least money, is what
Butt Bros-- , are advertising in this is
sue: the ad will prove interesting to
everyone. Read it.
Mrs.
Piedad
Page Following a
lengthy illness from liver trouble,
Mrs. Piedad Page, thirty-nin- e
years
old, wife of Herculano Page, died in
St. Joseph's sanitarium at Albuquer'
que yesterday afternoon.
A
Assortment of the
Complete
white fabrics for spring is ad- vertised by Seligman Bros, in this is-- ,
sue ar.d they also call attention to the.
best of everything in gowns, unde!
muslins, waists, etc. Head the ad and
get ready for spring.
Trains Late Again Santa Pe trains
from the South and East were more
than two hours late this afternoon. It
was No. 3, the flyer from the East,

Siver

acted at the Elks' tonight.
Patrick
Lonnegan Dead Patrick
Lonnegan died here last night after
a long illness. He carao here from
Silverton, Colo., and was about 50
3 ears of
age. He was a member of
the 13. P. O. Elks, and was married
but further particulars are not known.
Have You Seen Them? Those Swell
new middy and sailor blouses and
shirt waists in all the new styles and
fabrics at W. N. Townsend & Co.
store? Read their ad in this Issue and
take cognizance pf the prices quoted.
It's worth while, for it's shirt waist
season now.
Rio Grande Is High Small craft
could py
the Rio Grande
d d
for quite a distance just at the pres'
ent time, the river being quite a
stream as the result of the heavy
rains in Colrado and New Mexico. The
river assumes quite a majestic sweep
as it comes do?rn from the north and
whirls under? the Barelas bridge. Al-- '.

buquerque Journal.
New and Interestina Pictures at the
Elks' tonight: Refuge: The Unexpect-choiceYour
ed Honeymoon 'and
only chance to see this ran.
Warranty Deeds W. C. Leonard
o( Lo3 Angeles made out a warranty
deed which was recorded in the probate clerk's office to G. Vergolio of
Cerrillos for lots 5 and 7 in Cerrillos,
the consideration being f 100. A warranty deed was also filed by J. A.
Davis to Charles D. Miller for lots

our Store.

A FINE TOILET SET

Manufacturing Jeweler.

wholesome

the
leavening aoent which makes
healthful-nes-

s
biscuit and cake cf highest
the
at medium cost and protects
food from alum, which is the greatest
dietary danger of the day.

j
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j
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JUST THE THING FOR GIFTS

S. SPITZ,

A Dure- -

Kellx-U-S.-

1

As we have in

land 2 and part of 3 and 4 in block D out the big reservoir.
of the M. Berardinel.i addition. The
Mrs. Spearin Dead The friends of
consideration was $1,
Mrs. Arthur A. Spearin,
who was
From 30 to 55 Degrees That was here last summer, wnl be grieved to
the range in temperature yesterday hear of her death, the news of which
and the average relative humidity was was received here today by one pf
58 per cent. The lowest temperature her friends. Mrs. Spearin died in Colduring last night was 34 degrees and orado. She had been taking treatment
at 6 a. m. today it was 36 degrees. of late at Colorado Springs. Her husYesterday was a clear and pleasant band is in Coffeyville, Kas. While in
spring day and this morning the Santa Fe Mrs. Spearin lived on Don
warm sun did good work drying up Gaspar avenue and came here five
the muddy streets and telling the or six years ago as a health seeker.
snow to vamoose the lawns.
You Can Find Him Tonight at the TWO TRAGEDIES IN
Elks' if you are looking for him. Who
ALBUQUERQUE.
is Kelly?
Easter Noveltiesfn Jeweiry Are
(Continued From Page One.)
Particularly Hairdsome this year and
H. C. Yontz is showing a fine line of that he, Ball, could not stand the
bar pins, lockets, bracelets, etc. in the pressure.
newest styles. Read the ad in this
The dead man evidently suffered for
issue.
about four hours before death came.
,
Car of Goats A car load or goats The postscript added to the farewell
left Santa Fe this morning on letter to his nephew, timed at six
the branch train for Lamy, and the o'clock, is written in a shaky hand
goats filled the neighborhood of the and was apparently written just aftar
station with their mellow voices. The Ball had opened one of the veins in
goats' destination is Hartville June-- ' his wrist a second time.
Ball's body was discovered shortly
tion, Wyoming, and they did not seem
to relish the idea of leaving the sun- - after 5 o'clock yesterday evening by
EMuue ui jsauia re lui me cum uiuuo Edward T. Lee, of 930 West Mountain
of Wyoming. But it shows that Santa road. Ball" lived in a small cottage
Fe county is making a success with on Mountain road between Eleventh
this industry.
and Twelfth street.
;V
j
Cleaning Reservoir The great rush
of waters down the Santa, Fe river, as LITTLE HAL WANTED
seen by one standing on the Don GasTO BE THE SHERIFF.
"
par avenue bridge has attracted attention. Is the reservoir overflowing Youngster Who Delighted Audience at
or has a dam .broken way?
These
"Squaw Man" Performance Said
He Felt Equal to Role.
were the questions asked by pedestrians. "We are simply washing out the
Little Hal, the cute youngster seen
big re3ervoir," said Manager- Frank
i Owen, of the Santa
Fe Water and last night in "The Squaw, Man," in
J
Light Company, "and hope with the real life is the son of Mr.' Willard,
large amount of water available to whose name on the program was ersweeten it up a bit."
The recent roneously printed as John C. Livingsrains and heavy fall of snow make ton, and the youngster is already a
this a very favorable time to clean clever actor. He can play the entire

j

GET READYFOREATER
THE LATEST

NOVELTIES

NEWEST SHAPES
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in LOCKETS

BRACELETS.

CALL AND SEE THEM.
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VnfiT7 The Re'able Jeweler.
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San Fran Cisco St.

as essential to your home as your furniture. It
part of your furniture. It is a mark of culture and
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an article of comfort and convenience.
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Visit Our Chinaware Department
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tha caused the delay, having been
detained by the storms yesterday in
Kansas and Colorado.

MINOR CITY TOPICS
N--

WEDNESDAY, MARCH

Prop

Baggies and Saddle Horses

The S anta Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.

;

.

part of the bad man, it is said, even
to the tragic fall when the bullet from
the 32 calibre lady's revolver pierces
his heart. Just before the show last
night he said to his father and to his,
mother who is Lady Diana in the play,
"I would like to play the sheriff tonight."
Mr. and Mrs. Willard are residents
of Albuquerque, and they and their
company met a very cordial reception
there Monday nigh,t
NORMAN

l

KING

FINISHES

COUNTY MAP.

School Superintendent Conway
Clares That it Will Prove of
Great Usefulness.

The map of Santa Fe county made
for the use of the county school superintendent in making levies for school
purposes has been finished and Is in
John V. Conway's hands.
The map was made by Norman L.
King and is declared a splendid piece
of work. "This map shows every
boundary and will prove of great usefulness," said Mr. Conway this mprn-ing- .
"It has been carefully done and
shows the work of a master of the
art of map drawing."
Do you know that of all the minor
ailments colds are by "far the most
dangerous? It is not the cold itself
that you need to fear, but the serious
diseases tha it often leads to. Most
o! these are known as germ diseases.
Pneumonia and
are
consumption
among them.
Why not take Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and cure
your cold whUe you can? For sale
by all dealers.

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

firs-

W IT

SM.
The complete new Spring and Summer line of the celebrated American Ladies
Tailoring Company is now on display at our store.
It is the largest and most authentic array of the very newest styles and fabrics ever attempted, and under no condi
tions should you fail to come and inspect this magnificent
exhibit of America's greatest style authority and master
tailors of women's fashionable made-t- order garments.

mmmw Don't Pe!avEs
Come at Once
o

There are 72 new Spring and Summer
latest creations in the
stylesthe pickofof the world.
There are 278
fashion centres the
the- newest
wmtmsimmmimammmmmmwEi
fabrics
absolutely guaranteed
,
and best for this season's wear.
And as their exclusive representative here we are in a position to place this entire master tailoring organization at your
immediate service to solve the wearisome dress problem for you in a way that you will be POSITIVELY DELIGHTED more
than merely satisfied with the result.
-

.

Note what all the fashionable
Come at once and see for yourself just what is latest and best in woman's dress- So don't miss such an exceptional opportunity as this.
women in the large cities are now wearing. You won't obligate yourself to buy in any way, and you will received hints- and suggestions for you new Spring ontfit that you will
BE SURE TO COME EARLY-WH- ILE
THE COMPLETE LINE IS STILL UNBROKEN.
be mighty glad indeed to get.
-

I

THE BIG
STORE.

71

i

-

NATHAN SA LMON.

De- -

THE BIG
STORE.
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